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ACTIVE REGIONAL COMMUNITIES PROGRAM 

650. Mr V.A. CATANIA to the Minister for Sport and Recreation: 

Mr Speaker, the community — 

Several members interjected. 

Mr V.A. CATANIA: The community sporting and recreation facilities fund has been increased by this 
government — 

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Sit down, member, please! I call the member for Cannington formally for the first time and the 
member for Albany formally for the second time. 

Mr V.A. CATANIA: The community sporting and recreation facilities fund has been increased by this 
government from $9 million to $20 million a year, which has boosted participation in sports in the regions. Can 
the minister please provide the house with an overview of this recently established Active Regional 
Communities program, including what the specific objectives of the program are; what the overall level of 
funding is for this program; and where this program applies? 

Mr T.K. WALDRON replied: 

I welcome the question from the member. I have to say that he is a very active member in that area in regard to 
sport and recreation. 

Several members interjected. 

Mr T.K. WALDRON: I look forward to seeing some of that sport and recreation when we visit Karratha this 
weekend. Sport is very strong in that area. 

I obviously regularly visit country communities across my electorate, but I also visit them across the state. I 
always marvel and wonder at the great challenges faced by not only sporting clubs and associations, but also 
regional organisations and communities themselves in providing sport and active recreation for the people of 
their communities; that goes for right across Western Australia. Our country communities face challenges that 
are quite different from the challenges faced by communities in the metropolitan area. It is for this reason that I 
want to inform the house today of some exciting changes to the Liberal–National government strategy for 
investing in sport and recreation in regional areas. I think country colleagues on both sides of the house will be 
aware that we provide funding for regional organisations through what is known as the country package; this 
program has been ongoing for many years. 

We initiated an internal review of the country package, as I had some concerns about whether it was doing what 
it was meant to do and about whether we could perhaps do things a bit better in those communities. The review 
did identify some areas of community need that were clearly not being met. I therefore subsequently approved 
the implementation of a new program called Active Regional Communities, or ARC—don’t we just love those 
acronyms?—to meet the growing sport and recreation needs in country Western Australia. This is therefore a 
genuine attempt to meet the objectives of ARC, which are to increase opportunities for people living in regional 
and remote WA to participate in sporting activities and to further enhance and develop sporting programs and 
initiatives across country sporting associations and clubs.  

I am particularly pleased that this new initiative will not only cater better for inter-regional differences, but also 
take into account the various differences and challenges that face different regions. We are therefore looking at 
them on that basis. One thing I noted when I looked at this new program was the need to more adequately 
resource it; therefore, I have approved an increase in funding for this initiative from $630 000 a year to $800 000 
a year, which will come from our sports lotteries account. 

The major initiatives that used to happen under the country package are being retained; however, I will give a 
couple of examples of the new initiatives. We are introducing a north west travel scheme which will provide 
assistance for young athletes living in the Pilbara, the Kimberley and the Gascoyne to play at regional carnivals 
and state events et cetera. Also we are introducing an event management program to assist in hosting intra and 
inter-regional events in particular, bearing in mind that these are usually hosted by volunteers. As members 
know, we have to look after volunteers, so I think this event management program will certainly be of great 
assistance. 

I take the opportunity to congratulate our managers and staff in our sport and recreational offices who do a 
fantastic job. Many of them have large areas to cover. We work very closely with the local sports association 
through the sports houses and I congratulate them on the job that they do. I certainly look forward to reporting 
back to the house on the good work that is being undertaken and the success of this important program. 
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